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Die tyd stap aan! Hierdie jaar is 

die tweede in ‘n termyn van drie jaar

vir ons BL-lede.  Al staan tyd nie stil

nie, moet julle as BL dalk stilstaan en

beplan wat om in die volgende 18 

maande te vestig by die skool om ‘n 

blywende verskil te maak.  Soos ons

altyd sê – “Los die skool in ‘n beter

toestand as wat julle hom gekry

het!”.  Die FEDSAS Sentrum

vir Tegnologie wil

julle uitdaag om

vorentoe te kyk. 

Om te help, gee ons

‘n paar insigte oor die

internasionale ten-

dense en praktyke

wat ons by BETT  

in London raak

gesien het.     

Time does not stand still!  

It is year two of the three year

SGB term.  Even though time does 

not stand still, it could be valuable 

for the SGB to take a moment and 

reflect on what to leave as a 

legacy at the school in the next 18 

months. Leave the school in a 

better condition than you found it.  

The FEDSAS Centre for Technology 

wants to challenge you to look 

forward.  To assist we will be 

sharing some insights on the 

international trends and best 

practices we saw during our 

recent trip to BETT in London.

It is 2/3 for SGB | Jaar 2/3 vir SBL
Riaan van der Bergh



One of the global themes at BETT was

LEADERSHIP. We have been featuring

LEADERSHIP development in our previous

magazines as an opening theme. It is

thus fitting that we challenge our

READERS and LEADERS to keep up the

good work of dreaming, visioning and

growing in your leadership roles.

The Leadership theme at BETT include:

• Driving a robust, purpose-built 

digital strategy beyond crisis 

response

• Streamlining institution 

infrastructure across management 

systems, procurement and 

cybersecurity

• Harnessing the power of 

partnerships to engage the whole 

education community
[for more on this visit -

https://bit.ly/38KPIRQ ]

Leadership | Leierskap.

If ever there was a time for LEADERS to

rise up in education, it is now. The

education sector finds itself in a time and

place to redefine itself. Many

fundamentals are being challenged and

some are found wanting. LEADERS define

and share vision. Vision is a picture of the

future that inspires action. The effect of

good LEADERSHIP is not always as visible as

the effect of the absence of LEADERSHIP.

As LEADERS we need to look at how our

schools can grow to be the organisations

they can and should be. LEADERS should

imagine how the future can be different,

not for the sake of being different, but for

the sake of being better, have more

impact, be more efficient, deliver better

results and be relevant.

What are YOU reading, watching and

thinking about to challenge the status quo?

-Riaan-

Ontwikkeling | Development

https://bit.ly/38KPIRQ


The global themes 
identified at BETT are :

• Leadership

• Futures

• Inclusion

• Wellbeing

• Skills

• Innovation

Looking at these it is evident that the

South African education sector is not

so far removed from the international

trends. We often feel that we have

very different challenges than other

countries. Based on the global themes

and also the opening address by the

UK Secretary of Education it appears

that we share some challenges and

that we, South Africa, are part of

global village.

The UK also struggled with

connectivity and data access, parent

capacity to assist learners with remote

learning options and socio-economic

challenges. Many schools struggle

with multilingualism issues, diversity

and multiple nationalities in school as

well as poverty and parent

disengagement. The very issues we

sometimes believe are unique to South

Africa.

Leadership | Leierskap

Ontwikkeling | Development



South 

African 

Suppliers:
Some of our 

well-known 

solutions and 

suppliers 

visited 

BETT 

2022

Willem Kitshoff – CEO of d6 

“South African EdTech companies are very competitive

with the international market. There are many products

in the international space that can benefit our schools as

well. We need to address policy and have government

buy-in to effect real change at scale, but progressive

schools need to be allowed to innovate and break the

boundaries and barriers. We need them to flourish.”

https://d6.co.za/education/products/d6-plus/fedsas-manage-your-school-efficiently/


5 Questions:
1. What is BETT?

The British Education and Training

Technology show is hosted in

London annually. It is the top

education technology conference

and exhibition in Europe and

possible world-wide.

2. Why visit?

Why not? The magnitude of the

exhibitions, the size of the show,

the vibe and buzz of 25 000

people and the focus on

innovation and education.

3. Who attends?

School leaders, educators,

students, industry, government

and many more.

4. Who exhibits?

The big names are there

(Microsoft, Google, HP, Acer,

Clevertouch, 2Simple, Wonde,

Pearson, Smart) and many

innovative smaller and / or start-

ups. Over 400 EdTech providers

were showcased.

5. Is it worth while going?

There is a difference between

“caught” and “taught”. Reading

about it is different to

experiencing it. It is one of the

best events I attended in 10 years.

BETT 2022
Riaan van der Bergh

5 Vrae:
1. Wat is BETT?

Die “British Education and

Training Technology” skou vind

jaarliks in Londen plaas. Dit is die

mees toonaangewende Europese

onderwystegnologieskou en

konferensie .

2. Hoekom besoek?

Hoekom nie? Die omvang van die

uitstallings, die skaal van die skou,

die atmosfeer en energie van 25

000 besoekers en die fokus op

innovasie en onderwys.

3. Wie is daar?

Skoolleiers, opvoeders, leerders,

industriespelers, regerings-

amptenare en vele meer.

4. Wie stal uit?

Die groot name is daar (Microsoft,

Google, HP, Acer, Clevertouch,

2Simple, Wonde, Pearson, Smart)

en verskeie kleiner en nuwe

innoveerders. Meer as 400 EdTech

(onderwystegnologie) verskaffers

het uitgestal.

5. Is dit die moeite werd?

By verreweg die beste

geleentheid wat ek in 10 jaar

bygewoon het. ‘n Persoonlike

ervaring is beter as om te lees

daarvan. Beplan en begroot om

te gaan in 2023.



Trends – on the 

international front

It is hard to say that new products or 

solutions dominate the international 

stage.  Many of the service providers 

have been around for some time.  There 

is however new focus, new innovation

and quantum leap growth.  Covid did not 

only spawn a whole new range of EdTech

but it accelerated the use of many 

existing solutions as well as open the 

door for new innovation.  It is amazing to 

see that new solutions are being 

introduced and looking at the Venture 

Capital investments referred to earlier, 

that we are about to see new products 

and solutions.

Some of the trends and themes visible at 

the BETT 2022 show from my 

perspective are listed here.  It is good to 

see what trends, but more important is 

to reflect on how to respond to the 

trend.

Trends @ BETT 2022

• E-sports

• Wellness

• Gamification

• Language tools

• Online assessments

• AI, AR and VR

• Space planning

• Data 

• Interoperability

• Insights

• Single sign-on

• Coding and Robotics

• School management tools

• Parent engagement and 

communication

• 3D printing

• Collaboration tools

• Music

BETT 

Feedback / 

Terugvoer





Section 20 of the South African Schools Act 

… the governing body of a school MUST…
• promote the best interest of the school and

• strive to ensure its development…

BETT

A development 

opportunity

https://d6.co.za/education/products/d6-plus/fedsas-manage-your-school-efficiently/


Two slides that got me 

thinking:
School leadership teams are

challenged with difficult

questions. Thinking about things

may be the trigger to challenge

status quo and address the

difficult questions.

Our plans should always be

centred around improving

education. Ask yourselves if you

are doing GOOD. “Tech for Good

versus good tech” is a constant

question you should ask.

Similarly, one should ask whether

lack of tech is good or if current

processes and plans are rendering

GOOD results.



• Racial complexities

• Multilingualism

• Poverty and social issues

• Broken families

• Foreigners / Immigrants

• Access (30% no access)

• Internet / Hardware

• Lack of - parental involvement 

/ engagement 

… does this sound familiar?

Education Secretary delivers 

speech at BETT show

Education Secretary, Nadhim 

Zahawi, outlines the department's 

intention to ensure all schools in 

England have high speed internet by 

2025.

Education Secretary opens BETT

Some of the issues we would
expect to be very unique to South
Africa were also highlighted as
challenges for schools in the UK,
and other parts of Europe. It does
not diminish our challenges, but at
least we find ourselves in the
company of others whom we may
have expected not to be sharing
these. After several comments
from speakers it became clear that
the UK has similar problems to deal
with than South Africa.



Is it time to press

Ctrl+Alt+Delete?..

Or Format C:\?

Computer users remember Ctrl Alt Delete as

the function to REBOOT the System. If the

system was slow, not responding to

instructions or hanging, that was the soft

reset. The questions beckons if we are at a

stage where we should REBOOT the SYSTEM or maybe go as far as FORMAT the

hard drive and install a new operating system with many new applications. When

a system is not working or responding we have various options to choose from.

Using technology in a school should not be limited to a discussion about using

technology because it is there, but using technology to improve the processes and

practices to IMPROVE learning, teaching, management and governance

outcomes. If we do not rethink WHY we do it the what and how answer will

result in a painful debate. Rebooting or formatting should result in better schools

and well equipped learners.

https://d6.co.za/education/products/d6-plus/fedsas-manage-your-school-efficiently/


The 2022 Bett Show (British
Educational Training and Technology
Show) was the talk of the town
amongst teachers and edtech service
providers worldwide. The show’s main
focus this year was to provide its
community with world-class content,
create networking opportunities, and
accelerate trade in the edtech industry.
This was the first in-person Bett Show
since 2019, and I was eager to find out
what all the buzz was about.

Having participated in multiple local
edtech conferences, I was extremely
curious to see how those compared to
the global scene. I attended Bett with
three clear-cut objectives: to validate
Resolute’s approach and
implementation, to investigate how
other educational service providers
have successfully implemented their
programmes in schools, and finally to
keep up with the new and upcoming
trends in the edtech industry.

London has always been a special
place for me. The last time I was there
(2014) I was watching Roger Federer
grace the courts at Wimbledon. Apart
from getting my fill of live sports, I
marveled at London’s underground
railway system and how efficiently they
move millions of people across the city
daily.

With all the built-up excitement of my 
last trip, I arrived at Bett... and was not 

disappointed. There were 20 000 
visitors with over 400 service providers 
from 50 different countries. I felt like a 
kid at Disneyland.

The agenda was filled with exhibits by
innovative companies and fascinating
talks by leading edtech experts around
the world. I was intrigued by some of
the topics of discussion:

•
Leading a digital strategy beyond crisis
response
• Transforming pedagogy: Rethinking 

pedagogy in the wake of 
technological disruption

• Get equipped for a blended learning 
future

FEEDBACK
FROM
BETT:
Resolute Robotics
By Rajesh Pasungili



• Empowering students with 
solutions that are inclusive by 
design

• Tech in classrooms: Bringing the 
curriculum to life

• How to support your school 
community to enhance 
children’s learning and living 
outcomes

• Sustainably scaling edtech in low 
resource countries

• Inspiring and enabling the next 
generation of innovators

• Accelerating learning to help all 
learners engage, catch up, keep 
up and get ahead

• Learning’s not just for kids: 
Adapting to change through 
positive CPD culture

In the several talks presented, I
noticed the lack of emphasis placed
on physical hardware products such
as robotic kits. This came as no
surprise. As important as products
are, the success of implementing new
subjects such as coding and robotics
is highly dependent on a sound
pedagogy, a progressive and
engaging curriculum, teacher-
centered training programmes and
ongoing support

This builds a stronger case for getting
buy-in from multiple stakeholders
such as students, teachers, principals
and student governing bodies
(SGBs).

.

I was expecting the UK and other first
world countries to offer creative
solutions for successfully implementing
coding and robotics in their schools, but
to my surprise the narrative was not
much different to the challenges we
face in South Africa:

• Uncertainty on where to start
• Lack of upskilling teachers who are
often hesitant about the technical
challenges the subject brings
• Robotic products are too expensive,
especially if you are considering the
idea of having a kit per child
• Schools are struggling to break the
misconceptions and make robotics and
coding an all-inclusive subject
• Lack of continuous support

With that being said, I’m incredibly
optimistic and proud of the journey we
have embarked on in South Africa —
making robotics and coding an in-
curriculum subject. South Africa, along
with Singapore, Goa, India and Victoria,
Australia are some of the very few
countries (outside of Europe and some
US states) who have taken this
ambitious step. Although we will face
major challenges, we must be optimistic
about our future. Sir Winston Churchill
had it right when he said:

“A pessimist sees the difficulty in

every opportunity; an optimist

sees the opportunity in every

difficulty.”

FEEDBACK FROM BETT – Resolute Robotics

By Rajesh Pasungili



Investment in the 

EdTech Industry

Venture capital investment in the EdTech

industry have trebled from pre-covid

levels. Even more interesting is the fact

that it doubled in 2015 and again in

2018. If the investment world is

something to go by, it would seem that

EdTech is being backed for growth and

future returns and even more impact in

education. It is estimated that the global

market for EdTech will reach $230 billion

by 2028.

Waagkapitaal-beleggings in die

onderwystegnologie industrie het

verdriedubbel van die vlakke voor die

pandemie. Dit lei tot interessante

gesprekke oor die verwagte groei in die

mark met spekulasie dat die mark teen

2028 nagenoeg $230 miljard sal bereik

(https://prn.to/3yTTov6 ).

Wat sê dit vir ons?

Waagkapitaal-belegging is gewoonlik ‘n
aanduiding van die begin van ‘n
beweging met ‘n kurwe van formele of

institusionele beleggings wat volg. Dit

wil dus voorkom of die beleggings-

wêreld groot verwagting het vir die groei

en uitbreiding in onderwystegnologie en

die geleenthede wat dit mag inhou.

‘n Nadere beskouing wys egter dat daar

reeds in 2015 en weer in 2018 reuse

verhogings in die beleggings was. Die

mark is dus alreeds lank voor die

pandemie aktief besig om te ontwikkel

en groei.

RECENT 

INSIGHTS

https://prn.to/3yTTov6


We provide an all-inclusive curriculum that caters to
students in schools (Grades K – 12) and tertiary
institutions. Students can enjoy our courses as part
of their school curriculum, as an extra mural, or as
part of our online academy. We offer a combination
of both hardware and software courses that
challenge learners to put their creative and practical
skills to use.

Our 5-part offering provides a unique, turn-key 

solution for schools. It includes:

1. Access to our extensive curriculum for Grades K –
12, which includes lesson structures, assessments 
& teacher guides.

2. Online learning platform comprising on-demand

video lessons & theoretical PDFs.
3. Comprehensive, CAPS-aligned teacher training

programmes.
4. Robust robotics kits that are reusable, allowing 

learners to build 100+ projects.
5. Long-term technical support.

Robotics and Coding teaches students how to work 
in groups and solve problems constructively, while 
mastering critical and logical thinking.

Our goal is not only to give students the opportunity
to embrace the technology of the future, but also to
teach them industry-relevant skills that will one day
aid their employability and help them prosper in

the working world.

Resolute
Education shapes the

minds of our youth by

making learning fun,

exciting and interactive.

By teaching intuitive

concepts in coding,

engineering and data

sciences, we aim to give

learners the skills they

need to kick-start their

future.



New 

Members:  

New solutions

Nuwe Lede: 

Nuwe

oplossings



Probleem | Oplossing

Problem | Solution



Probleem | Oplossing

Problem | Solution

Online 
Assessments

Collections and 

registered Sect 

41 letters 



Contact Resolute to book a meeting:

info@resolute.education

+27 67 609 0699

https://youtu.be/SYFlK3j0fbg

Coding and robotics

The general 

problem is

“How to get 
started” not 
whether we

should start…

A draft curriculum was 

published for Coding and 

Robotics during this year.

https://youtu.be/SYFlK3j0fbg
https://youtu.be/SYFlK3j0fbg


Testimonial: What our clients say!

Bryandale Primary prides itself in its resilience. It
constantly evolves in the rapidly changing world, preparing
learners for the changing demands of the workforce that
they will one day enter. Purple Mash is pivotal in this
journey as it provides us with every tool that we need to
equip learners to reach this goal.

It enriches and supports our curriculum, providing
innovative ways to augment STEM subjects. With the
easy-to-use tools, teachers use Purple Mash for reviewing
important skills in the core subjects in a playful, yet effective
way. In essence, Purple Mash effortlessly brings
gamification into our curriculum while providing engaging
content.

More recently, we have

introduced the Purple Mash

Coding curriculum to our

grade 1 – 7 learners. We

also now subscribe to the

more advanced Python in

Pieces programme with its

comprehensive teaching aids

and self-paced exercises

which we have made

available to our grade 7

learners. The controlled

content provides information

and assessments that

become incrementally

challenging as learners

advance at their own

pace. Short, explanatory

videos, assessment tools and

feedback complement the

programme perfectly, allowing

for the teacher to become the

facilitator while experts
introduce the concepts.

Teachers love using Purple

Mash, and learners cannot

wait to get home to further

engage with the

programme. Purple Mash

has made it a win-win

situation for teachers and
learners.

Tim Holliday –
2Simple 

South Africa





Leierskap – Wat sê

van ons leiers wat 

BETT besoek het?

Mnr Martin Bensch

Matin is hoof van LS Louw

Geldenhuys (‘n FEDSAS lidskool) en

het saam met my BETT besoek. Kyk

na hierdie kort video om sy

terugvoer te hoor.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=6RuC8rsdNM0

Mnr Morne Vorster van Laerskool

Fairland het ook die geleentheid

bygewoon. “Dit was oorweldigend,

insiggewend en baie pret. Op ‘n
skaal van 1 – 10 was dit ‘n maklike

13.” vertel hy.

FEDSAS sal graag ‘n groot groep

leiers volgende jaar wil saamneem!

BETT 

Feedback / 

Terugvoer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RuC8rsdNM0
https://d6.co.za/education/products/d6-plus/fedsas-manage-your-school-efficiently/


Fundraising (or learner business opportunity)

BRhino Balls

The Centre for Technology 

embarked on this project:

1. NO door-to-door sales – there is an ONLINE store

2. No cash – Online store requires ONLINE payment

3. Eco-friendly firelighters

4. Rhino conservation

https://www.brhinoballs.com/
https://www.brhinoballs.com/
https://www.brhinoballs.com/


Purple Mash:
Purple Mash is an educational,
creative, and inspiring tool that
engages pupils in over 7,000 schools
worldwide. It includes a collection of

essential child friendly, ergonomically

designed tools, games and activities.

With Purple Mash teachers and

learners have access to a wealth of

interactive resources across core

subjects and more, as well as powerful

time saving features and tools.

Whether it’s inspiring your writers,

extending your coders or boosting the

creativity in your children, Purple

Mash has everything you need to

deliver a unique and creative

educational experience which is simple

to use and loved by all.

Lesson plans, curriculum links and a

collection of time saving tools are built

into the cloud-based platform with

quick assignment of work via 2Dos,

self- marking curriculum activities,

ability to assign objectives and

judgements to any piece of work and

bespoke data reporting too.

2simple.com/purple-mash/

5 x Features of the program
1.Purple Mash is mapped to the CAPS

Curriculum

2.Purple Mash has over 15000 ready to use

resources which can be customized or

translated into any language.

3.PM and PiP both have single sign in

options for Google and Microsoft

4.Both PM and PiP are web-based,

meaning all larger screen devices (PC’s,
tablets) can access PM and PiP at any time

5.An easy-to-use activity allocation system

with a built-in assessment platform.

Over

7,000 

schools 

worldwide

http://2simple.com/purple-mash/


5 x Benefits of the program
1.Free home access to learners who already

have a Purple Mash profile.

2.Students learn basic computer literacy

whilst completing curriculum related

activities

3.The platform allows for easy collaboration

and communication between students and

teachers

4.FUN! With education based games and tons

of creativity based programs, learners stay

engaged whilst having fun

5.Key features such as the paint tools which

are consistent throughout Purple Mash

promotes independence in children and helps

them to apply creativity and push

boundaries of what they are capable of.

Python in Pieces:
When translating from block to code just

isn’t powerful enough; Python in Pieces

can seamlessly translate Python code to

block coding. It is designed to transition

students from block code, taught in

primary schools, to text-based coding

taught in secondary schools. Complete

with activities and resources, this

challenging, interactive environment

allows students to learn the coding

language of Python whilst enabling both

specialist and non-specialist teachers to

teach the computing curriculum with

confidence.

Designed around the curriculum,

students and teachers have access to

guided lesson activities with explainer

videos, task lists and hints. The platform

also allows teachers to assign work as

tasks or homework, monitor data and

progress with the option to view online

portfolios of students’ work too.

2simple.com/pythoninpieces

https://2simple.com/pythoninpieces


http://www.xono.online/


http://www.unboxxed.co.za/


Refurbished devices: good for the environment but also a wise

business choice

The environmental motivation for refurbished devices is a no brainer. What is

equally compelling, though, is that there is a strong business benefit. Gone are the

days when buying refurbished meant sacrificing reliability. Certified refurbished

devices are typically 20% - 50% cheaper than new devices with the same

specifications and the same standards of reliability.

Environmental sustainability is front of mind for many schools. As our

understanding of the threats and costs of Global Warming deepen, more and more

leading education institutions are adopting sustainable policies as they look to

create a World that will sustain the scholars they teach into the future.

With rising global incomes and our increasing dependence on technology there is a

proliferation of devices, which are often thrown out long before they need to be.

This represents a huge opportunity for schools who want to provide their students

with the facilities and resources to excel in a technology intensive world. Certified

refurbished devices are typically between 20% and 50% (depending on age)

cheaper than new devices with the same specifications and the same standards of

reliability. It is for this reason that organisations in Europe and the United States

are increasingly choosing certified refurbished devices. Microsoft, for example,

supports the refurbishment of 2 million devices in North America each year.

The popularity of refurbished devices is driven by the combined cost and

environmental benefits. Most technologies that deliver environmental benefits

come at a higher cost. Think solar panels and electric vehicles. Until such time as

we can achieve meaningful volumes in the manufacture of these technologies,

they will remain more costly than their heavily polluting alternatives.

The real beauty of certified refurbished hardware is that it is more cost effective

than alternatives. Here the barrier that exists is user trust, and reasonably so. In

the past, refurbished hardware was likely not refurbished at all. That is no longer

the case, as is evidenced by leading brands like Microsoft, Apple, Dell, HP, and

Lenovo who have all made major commitments to reduce the environmental

impact of the devices they produce.

Certified refurbished devices will continue to become increasingly mainstream as

schools, non-profits, businesses, and individuals try them out and are convinced of

their benefits. If you would like to open your organisation up to the possibility,

please get in touch.

Julia Wedgwood, Director, Founder Unboxxed

julia@unboxxed.co.za and 072 387 5628

about:blank


FEDSAS Teg 101 / Tech 101 

Ons reeks kort video's op YouTube: 

Hierdie reeks is gemik daarop om die IT kampioen van ‘n skool toe

te rus om die BL lede te ondersteun om ons aanlynhulpmiddele te

gebruik. Dit is op YouTube beskikbaar of kan op ‘n geheue-stokkie

bekom word deur die FEDSAS span te kontak.

Volg gerus ons YouTube-kanaal.

https://www.youtube.com/c/FEDSAS/search?query=teg%20101


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCN50A720hw&t=1067s

Visiting the 
DUGGA team 
at BETT 2022

We recently

hosted a webinar

with SIS Global

featuring Dugga

and Skooler – and

our international

speakers from

England and

Sweden. For the

recording click on

the image:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCN50A720hw&t=1067s
https://dugga.com/free-trial/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCN50A720hw&t=1067s


Classroom 
technology

https://youtu.be/GsyzaFzrKZQ

We asked Candice du

Preez to share some

information of the

solutions they offer.

CLEVERTOUCH 
at BETT 2022

https://youtu.be/GsyzaFzrKZQ
https://youtu.be/GsyzaFzrKZQ


https://youtu.be/Zwxqer5JZAk
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Forward to Great 

Teaching with 

Technology 

During the Digital Citizenship roadshow 

that FEDSAS hosted some years ago, we 

produced his little handout detailing our 

approach to advancing on the 

technology journey.  For a school to 

progress, these four key focus areas 

need to be highlighted. 

• Infrastructure

• Administration

• Learning spaces / Teacher tools

• Learner devices / access

Digital administration improves the 

productivity and efficiency of a school.  

Look at the Registered Communication 

offering that digitizes a traditionally 

paper-based process at a reduced cost 

and a higher rate of efficiency.  

https://form.myjotform.com/BradGilmour/fedsas-regcom-onboarding-
https://youtu.be/Zwxqer5JZAk
https://youtu.be/Zwxqer5JZAk


Coding and 

robotics

Launch a SchoolCoding Club 

to fund your Coding and Robotics 

Curriculum

SA SchoolCoding has crafted a simple, practical, 

effective and sustainable way to engage

students to explore Coding and/or Robotics. 

SchoolCoding Clubs have proven to be 

extremely popular with students, and are easily 

managed by one of your existing teachers or 

parents. 

More importantly, a SchoolCoding Club can 

generate some or all of the funds needed for 

the in-school Coding and Robotics curriculum.  

We handle all the admin and supply the 

curriculum, while you handle the operation and 

oversight at school, with options for you to 

facilitate it or outsource the club to us entirely.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_oXqdrzZr_s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_oXqdrzZr_s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_oXqdrzZr_s
https://schoolcoding.co.za/launch-a-school-coding-club/


https://youtu.be/SaQDYlND9Co

Classroom 
Technology

We asked SIS 
Global:

“What problem 
do you solve at 

schools?” 

..the study showed SA

teachers are spending too

much time on administrative

tasks.. Time which could be

better used teaching…

https://sisglobal.com/skooler/
https://youtu.be/SaQDYlND9Co
https://youtu.be/SaQDYlND9Co


A GROWING NUMBER OF 

SCHOOLS ARE AT BREAKING 

POINT DUE TO UNPAID SCHOOL 

FEES.

According to the TPN School Survey,

collecting fees is the biggest challenge

facing schools. An inability to collect all

fees owing has negative implications for

schools both from a budgeting and

sustainability perspective given that

school fees are the largest source of

income for more than 90% of private

schools and 60% of public schools.

“The challenge facing many schools - even

prior to the Covid crisis - is that paying

school fees is not a high priority amongst a

growing body of parents who are

prioritising mortgages, rent, car finance,

store cards and even pay day loans over

school fees,” explains Michelle Dickens,

CEO of TPN Credit Bureau, adding that

this trend has been exacerbated by the

pandemic.

Given the knock-on effects of the

economic downturn, it is expected that

we will see an increase in the number of

parents who apply for exemptions from

fee paying public schools. One way for

schools to ascertain whether or not

parents actually qualify for an exemption

is to make an enquiry through a credit

bureau.

As a specialised credit bureau, TPN

provides schools with an opportunity to

score parents regarding their ability to

pay school fees. “Schools are able to

make use of credit checks, letters of

demand and blacklisting in the same way

that any business is, says Michelle,

“Although it is always necessary to get

permission to perform a credit check, a

parent applying for an exemption from

school fees is usually happy to provide

this permission.” -END-

https://youtu.be/ecF-0MRsEds

Finance and 
management

Improve your 

school fee 

collection by 

27% for R90 

p/m

Legal 

Compliance 

simplified

https://bit.ly/3lZKCVT
https://bit.ly/3lZKCVT
https://youtu.be/ecF-0MRsEds
https://youtu.be/ecF-0MRsEds
https://youtu.be/q5Y3K39D4uA


More services: Members of the Centre

mailto:Jp.devilliers@digicomms.co.za




https://form.myjotform.com/BradGilmour/fedsas-regcom-onboarding-


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-IHuAf06zR4

Digital Wellness

..if you are not

involved in your

child’s online life,

you are likely not

involved in your

child’s life…

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=1D7Zcp5K7pc

If you missed the recent 

webinar – “The Terrible 
Trio” with Be In Touch, 

you can view it on our 

YouTube channel.   More 

than 400 delegates 

registered pointing to the 

relevance and 

importance.

mailto:info@beintouch.org.za?subject=Be%20in%20Touch%20Webinars&body=Hi%20Kate%20and%20Josh%0D%0APlease%20send%20me%20more%20information%20on%20your%20FREE%20parent%20webinars
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-IHuAf06zR4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-IHuAf06zR4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D7Zcp5K7pc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D7Zcp5K7pc


https://youtu.be/b3P4t8nS3tw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRfw7_ajdhY
https://youtu.be/b3P4t8nS3tw
https://youtu.be/b3P4t8nS3tw


https://playgeomax.com/


https://youtu.be/BTG71EdE
X8k

https://youtu.be/L6u715Bf7w4

Eng

Afr

Digital Wellness

https://youtu.be/BTG71EdEX8k
https://youtu.be/L6u715Bf7w4
https://youtu.be/BTG71EdEX8k
https://youtu.be/L6u715Bf7w4




Why we 

do 

what we 

do?

mailto:Jp.devilliers@digicomms.co.za
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZ1J3017wFE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZ1J3017wFE




https://yenza.me/
https://yenza.me/


Are you fascinated by this

explosion in video content and the speed

at which this generation is consuming it?

Netflix hours watched surpasses

“normal” TV in many regions around the

world. YouTube is the number one

streaming service. This is thus the new

de facto standard and not the abnormal.

Understanding the reason for this is one

thing but adapting to the effect of this, is

another.

There is a marked difference between the

effect of video on (from) the internet and

mobile apps compared to the birth of

television in the 20th century.

Video explosion
Riaan van der Bergh

YouTube statistics are mind blowing.

Notable is the fact that it is the second

most popular search engine and the “how
to” – searches are increasing 70% per

year. We are learning what we need to

know in video and just in time.

o Why is Internet based video

more popular than TV

o Why is Mobile device viewing

higher than big screen

o Why are self produced videos

on social media as popular as

Hollywood produced ones

o Why are streaming services

overtaking Pay TV offerings

https://backlinko.com/netflix-users#netflix-subscribers-by-region
https://www.gwi.com/reports/

https://backlinko.com/netflix-users#netflix-subscribers-by-region
https://www.gwi.com/reports/


Why are we contributing to and

consuming video at the rate we are. The

following are some statistics I found on

the internet. The research point to wide

ranges and hence this is not an exact

science. Please do some research

yourself and feel free to contact me for

the list of references I used.

YouTube recently added

playback speed options to their

service. This enable the viewer

to speed up playback by up to

2 times and reduce the time

processing the content. Can

we listen faster than people

speak?

Similarly, WhatsApp have

introduced faster playback on

the voice note function.

Jim Collins uses the

concept of “And vs Or” in

his books. I am sure that

many of us are concerned

about video consumption

and learning. This is

especially critical in the

reading and writing skills

debate. But maybe there

is merit in the “AND” of

video use versus the “OR”
of video use.

Can you read faster 

than you listen / 

watch?

Can you type / write 

faster than you speak?

Grade Words per min.

R 10

1 23

2 72

3 93

4 112

5 140

8 151

Adult 250

Leesspoed – Huistaal

Reading speed – Home language 

Words per min.

Ave. Adult / 

Volwassenes
105

Ted Talks 160 - 200

News anchors / 

Nuuslesers
175

Sport 

commentators
200

Speed 

specialists
400

Praat-spoed

Speaking speed

The next section in this

publication speaks to the

collection and use of

DATA. It may be pertinent

to use some of the data

on this page!!

https://medium.com/@andy.tryba/what-speed-should-i-listen-to-audiobooks-305dd3419664

Video explosion
Riaan van der Bergh

https://medium.com/@andy.tryba/what-speed-should-i-listen-to-audiobooks-305dd3419664


Our New Reality
The pandemic highlighted the phrase “new
normal” but did not invent it. Looking at

some of the brands and activities on the

right you would realise that the world we

live in changed dramatically over recent

years. COVID highlighted it and in some

ways accelerated it. Normal is not new but

old becomes abnormal very fast. Landlines,

the telephone book where we published our

personal details freely, scheduled TV

programs are all very abnormal nowadays.

A few good comments made during

webinars include: “change is slow until it is

sudden”; “nothing we use now is new, the

use is just accelerated” and “if forced, we

adapt”. The education sector has been slow

in changing, but when forced many schools

adapted successfully. The big risk that we do

not change fundamentally, but only

superficially in this emergency. We should

not hope for a total return to the the

previous normal – some elements of which

were already not current and relevant (or

normal)



Imagine you knew exactly where to

fertilize a field on a farm rather than

fertilize the whole farm at high cost

hoping for a better crop. Data sciences

now make it possible. Agriculture and

farming has benefited tremendously

from data science which improved the

outcomes and cost to produce. The data

driven approach requires data

collection, recording, analysis and

reporting.

Many things are being said about data:

• Data is the new gold

• Data is the new science

• Data driven decision making

• Data beats emotion

• Without data, you are just another

person with an opinion

• Data will talk to you if you’re willing

to listen

• Data eats opinion for breakfast

The education sector collects vast

amounts of data and I seldom hear from

schools that they know WHY they report

this or even less seldom that they get

any valuable insights from it. The

valuable nature of data has not yet

influenced education as much. We

record attendance as a key marker. It is

true that an absent learner missed the

lesson but not 100% true that all in

attendance learn while in class. It is also

not true that someone in an online class

is not engaged, even though not

physically present.

Imagine knowing which learners travelled

far to get to school, who has social and

mental challenges at home, who are

morning mathematics learners and who

are better later in the day. What we easily

do is to split groups by the starting letter

of the surnames (which is data we have

but not relevant to the issues at hand).

School leaders would revel with more

data and like farmers spend more time

and effort on the fields that need the

support than the whole farm that is

treated with a one-size-fits-all approach.

What can schools do:

• List key indicators that would be

measurable and valuable in decision

making

• Collect the data in such a way that

the day-to-day process doesn’t stop

• Analyse the data and use the results

to pinpoint resources to affect

change

We may be stuck in a rut to report

statistics to the Department of Education

purely on a compliance basis. We may

not even see the value of the reports

apart from the learner numbers which is

used to determine treasury allocation.

Should we not rather start using data to

manage and improve our schools using

the explosion of the world of data

collection and mining. Granular data of

learners, subjects, teachers and even

learning conditions.

Many people have smart watches and

most have cellphones that collect data of

them and even share that with health and

medical aid providers, social media

platforms and many more.

Data Talk
Riaan van der Bergh



The Internet of Things (IoT) is the

biggest case for data collection and

sharing. Many of the top companies in

the world have one big thing in common

– DATA. They know all about their

“users” and use it to build their business

models.

Data has also surprised opinion in many

instances. I have been surprised on

several occasions in the past few

months where I had an opinion on an

issue and the extent of the problem, but

after a survey and data collection, found

the opposite. During the early stages of

Covid, many schools had a belief that

they could not go online with schooling

due to the lack of access to technology

and connectivity (also referred to as data).

I remember one school that was

convinced that data access and costs

would not make it possible and after a

survey of nearly 80% of the households

they found that 94% of people were able

to connect with ease. A huge difference

between opinion and reality based on the

data - and the school nearly designed a

completely different solution based on

perception and opinion.

Suggestion

The introduction of the POPI act has

driven us to a point where we need a

designated Information Officer. I believe

we should have data officers (or even data

science officers) to collect and analyze

data for the improvement of processes

and delivery of our core business rather

than just do enough with information to

not breach the POPI act. Data is GOLD –
don’t walk away from it.

Data Talk……..
Riaan van der Bergh



FEDSAS launched a Digital

Citizenship campaign in 2014. In

2015 we held a country wide

roadshow during which we handed

out this PASSPORT. It is the backbone

of our Technology deployment and

integration philosophy. Download a

copy of the PASSPORT here.

Die Afrikaanse PASPOORT is ook beskikbaar.

We focus on the 4 key areas to

address when taking the journey on

the 21st century highway.

Infrastructure is the chassis of the

vehicle, management information the

dashboard, the learning space the

driver’s seat and the learner space the

passenger area. In other words:

Connectivity - Productivity –
Delivery - Consumption

How to address the CLASS, the OFFICE 

and the CAMPUS?

Cloud services 

Security

Digital transformation of learning 

Improved connection to parents and 

stakeholders

The Learner is still central to the process

The 21st Century is not a place but a date:

We should use the tools of our time and 

mirror our learning spaces to that of our 

living spaces.

Learn as we Live

Leer soos ons Leef

https://1drv.ms/u/s!AqqB6U0oGeIjmAtSdcFEu2uSuLs1?e=lE6NVr
https://onedrive.live.com/?authkey=%21AFJ1wUS7a5K4uzU&id=23E219284DE981AA%213083&cid=23E219284DE981AA


Alle lede van die beheerliggaam kan

nou intekenbesonderhede vir die

FEDSAS webwerf ontvang.

Maak seker dat jy ingeskakel is op die

nuutste, betroubare en akkurate

inligting rakende aspekte van

skoolbeheer en –bestuur.

WWW.FEDSAS.ORG.ZA
All the members of the SGB now have

their own login credentials for the

FEDSAS website.

Please ensure that you log in to get

the latest, reliable and accurate

information regarding school

governance and management.

Dankie dat julle ons webwerf gebruik

Thank you for using our website



Please feel free to invite me 

for a consultation, a 

technology assessment or a 

technology discussion at 

your school.  
tech@fedsas.org.za

This publication was compiled by Riaan van der Bergh, FEDSAS Centre for Technology.  Some pictures 
borrowed from the internet and all service provider content provided by the service provider.    

Tech Talk – on demand:  

FEDSAS YouTube 

channel

All the Tech Talk live webinars are

available after the event on the FEDSAS

YouTube channel. Think of it as FEDSAS

and Tech Talk “Catch-up”. If you missed it

live – NO PROBLEM. The free webinars

are available on the FEDSAS Facebook

page and on the YouTube channel. Be

sure to follow and subscribe.

We showcase the solutions we find in the

market that we feel will have a positive

impact on the education processes at

your school.

mailto:tech@fedsas.org.za

